EASY INVESTMENT:
• Low initial investment and easy reorder for just the color and quantities needed. Dealer minimum order is $250 but can be mixed or matched in any quantities or sizes.

PACKAGING:
• Retail friendly packaging with easily identified colors on cans. Allows for merchandising in almost any manner.

THREE SIZES AVAILABLE:
• Paint is available in Quart, Pint Plus™ and Half-Pint Sizes. Dealers can choose which size containers and quantities they want to display.

MIX IT UP:
• Mixable color palette with 16 premixed colors allows the retailer to carry fewer SKUs and offer over 30 “color recipes.” New color recipes developed each season and customers encouraged to create their own recipes.

ACCESSORIZE:
• Complete line of accessories, including round brushes, paint bottles, funnels, storage containers.

SUPPORT:
• Complete dealer program support, training materials and technical customer service for product questions or concerns.

POS MATERIALS:
• Signage With Paint Colors
• Large Paint Can Sign
• Window Cling
• Brochures
• Recipe Cards With 36 Additional Colors

CONTACT:
Gary Ellis
Email: Gary_Ellis@Woodcraft.com
Phone: (801) 509-2922

BLACK DOG SALVAGE PAINT
AUTHORIZED DEALER PROGRAM

CONTENTS OF KIT:
• Compendium of Black Dog Salvage Paints
• Black Dog Salvage Paint Posters
• Product Information Booklet

FOOTNOTES:
1. Available at Woodcraft.com
2. For quantities and SKUs, see the Product Information Booklet.
ABOUT BLACK DOG SALVAGE:
Established in 1999, Black Dog Salvage is a prominent architectural salvage company based in Roanoke, Virginia, and home of the documentary-style television show, Salvage Dawgs. Black Dog Salvage specializes in saving valuable architectural pieces of history from the landfill for residential and commercial reuse. Their custom wood and metal shop upcycles reclaimed materials into custom furniture and interior design accents.

Woodcraft partnered with Black Dog Salvage to offer this high quality, easy to use furniture paint. Rigorously tested in the Black Dog Salvage paint studio to ensure the paint will adhere to a variety of surfaces.

BLACK DOG SALVAGE FURNITURE PAINT:
• Includes A True Black And White, Affording The Ability To Mix Custom Tints And Shades - No Limit To The Number Of Colors That Can Be Created
• Clean Piece Before Painting, No Priming Needed, Sand Any Chipped Or Scratched Areas
• Water-Based, Easy Cleanup
• Can Be Brushed Or Sprayed
• Dries Fast, Self-Leveling Matte Finish
• Low VOC
• Adheres To Unfinished And Finished Furniture, Wood, Metal, Glass, Ceramics And Plastic
• Paint Must Be Sealed With Topcoat Or Wax

BLACK DOG SALVAGE GUARD DOG & SHOW DOG TOPCOAT PAINT PROTECTORS:
• Water-Based
• Interior Polyacrylic
• Provides Durable Final Protective Finish
• Apply By Brush Or Sprayer, Self-Leveling
• Available In Satin And Matte

BEFORE AND AFTER PROJECTS: